Flotex FR is a unique, textile flocked floor covering, combining the cleaning properties and durability of a resilient flooring with the comfort, slip resistance and acoustic properties usually associated with textiles.

Flotex FR can be digitally printed. Its high definition quality and specialist printing technology allow for large endless pattern repeats and vivid lifelike colours. This creates a new dimension for Flotex FR and provides ultimate design flexibility for rail environments.

**flotex® colour FR**

Flotex Colour is a collection of four designs (Metro, Penang, Calgary and Canyon) which together form a rhapsody of colour across a broad spectrum.

**flotex® vision FR**

Flotex Vision FR offers an infinite number of design options ranging from abstracts with an intricate colour spectrum to realistic images of natural materials.
A collection of four semi plain designs.

**Metro FR**

Metro FR is a versatile semi-plain floor design which covers a wide and modern colour bank. The understated pattern conveys texture without definite form, creating an authentic feel that is unique to Flotex flooring.

Available in 35 colourways

**Penang FR**

Flotex Penang FR offers a stunning look for any modern environment. It creates a subtle linear effect and comes in a range of rich modern shades.

Available in 21 colourways

**Calgary FR**

Flotex Calgary FR offers a wide colour choice in a soft, natural design that works well in larger areas. The pattern can be easily combined with complementary Flotex or resilient ranges and is the perfect choice for application areas that require a muted ambience.

Available in 22 colourways

**Canyon FR**

NEW Flotex Canyon FR is a heavily grained semi-plain inspired by natural earth and rock. It has a distinctive strong texture with a medium contrast.

Available in 12 colourways
For rail please ensure that FR is clearly noted on all orders.
For rail please ensure that FR is clearly noted on all orders.
Flotex FR is unique, combining the cleaning properties and durability of a resilient flooring with the comfort, slip resistance and acoustic properties usually associated with textiles.

Flotex Vision FR offers an infinite number of design options ranging from abstracts with an intricate colour spectrum to realistic images of natural materials.

With over 500 individual items to choose from, plus the option to re-colour several designs, Flotex Vision is best viewed on our digital library (www.forbo-flooring.com/flotexvision) which is continuously updated. The designs fall into six broad categories of floral, image, lines, naturals, pattern and shape. High definition digital print designs that create superior textures and almost 3D like aesthetics.

**Lines**
Eight line or stripe designs, each with their own characteristics, ranging from muted and sophisticated colourways to very complex and multi-colour.

**Pattern**
The intricate play of networks and patterns creates a textured, non-directional visual. Each design in this category is available in a number of colourways.

**Floral**
A selection of eight floral designs, ranging from abstract, graphic flower motifs to romantic images of roses and butterflies.

**Shape**
A collection of organic shapes and motifs delivering beautiful all-over patterns, including both contemporary and traditional designs.

**Naturals**
This collection offers photorealistic images of natural materials such as wood, stone, ceramics or cork floors. The design technology creates amazingly realistic floors but with the added benefit of improved acoustics, slip resistance and reduced maintenance costs.

**Image**
This design category contains a wide variety of photographic images that have been transformed into interesting and unique floors. Grass, leaves, water drops, buttons or zebra skin are just some of the possibilities amongst the wide range of images.

If you can’t find the perfect design for your rail project then let our design team help you create a bespoke design. Contact us on email: transport@forbo.com for more information.

To see the full collection, please look on the www.forbo-flooring.com website at: Products / Flotex / Flotex Vision / Flotex Vision Digital Library

creating better environments